
121st Knowledge Seekers Workshop - July 14, 2016 

(Fabio's death not accident, Sent Messengers back for punishment, End of Rothschild etc, 

New reactors that give unlimited power,   ) 

 

Starts with Memorial for Fabio.   (:19). Keshe was last to see him get in the car, he was 

on the left side, but unknown to us he was found on the right side of car, after accident. 

(:21). His death was not an accident.  

 

(:42). For infections damages or anything else on skin. Use the LP of CuO and CO2 will 

get rid of most infections on skin. ?? go 50:50 ratio, for deep cuts, CuO2 (5 ratio) 

{muscle repair} plus CO2 (3) {communication} plus ZnO (1) {E}, plus AA (1). (:44). It 

can be used for broken bones, the skin of bones breaks and lymph responds and brings 

Ca. You can add CaO to above mixture. For broken bones CO2, CuO2, CH3, AA, CaO2. 

By burning bone collecting ashes you get CaO2. (:46).     

 

(:50). Today you learn about transportation S of UC, the way that those who came here 

(from off planet) did and how they got enamored with the woman and wealth and they 

changed their habit from being the man of U to criminals of the planet. We have sent 

them back and from now on you'll receive knowledge directly from the hand of Creator. 

The time of torture is over. To understand the work of U, look at the U, what do you see, 

open soup of fields, colors, etc. (:53). If anything happens they can put the pieces 

together from around the world, we were expecting collateral damage last Wednesday 

from the man in the house that is supposed to be white turned up very black, and the 

woman who signed my incarceration in Canada had a hand in it, unfortunately we will 

see no woman as president. The U has a central line and it will carry on in its work, the 

center of a Pl or electron and proton. The center core (of U) rotates in and feeds out, ?? 

the interaction of the 2 fields, depending on size, strength, etc. leads to creation of U 

Galaxy, etc. ... atomic structure and then matter state. (:57). Like Cotton Candy, this is 

exactly the work of the U,  the speed of the rotation, the webs of the cotton candy 

machine spreads like a spider, it's nothing, everything but it has no entity, until you put a 

stick in the center, that becomes the center point of the interaction and the creation, then 

you roll it and pad it up. If you understand this you understand the creation of any entity 

in the U, where at one point the fields become strong enough to solidify, to become an 

entity, becomes the center, be it the U or Galaxy or whatever. In our S we call the wood 

you put in the center of Cotton Candy machine, the Principle Matter, because now it 

dictates, and it ?? .  ?? You decide how big you want the candy to become, shape, etc. I 

had to go through the process of material man, to create the N material, Gans, Pl, LP, for 

now the LP is the sugar inside the cotton candy.  (:59). Then I mixed everything (ZnO, 

CuO, etc), equal, then you start rotating it, but you could not fix it. Now we show you 

how. From N state to Gans to LP to F Pl, now we show you how to make the fields. It 

took man centuries to build a dome, you needed a scaffolding and then after took it away. 

I taught you how to make the scaffolding, now I teach you the dome, your SS. You have 

to build a structure you can support it, and once you build it you take it away, the 

structure is there without the material state. You built those ball and saw the emptiness 

inside the ball. You have the Gans and Waters, but you had problems how to get the 

center ball (FP) to rotate. Once it rotates then you don't need the rest. ?? It's you who 



decides what it is going to be, an entity independent of the U, you want energy, motion, 

matter or whatever. Now you have the energy of U in your hands. Energy not from what 

you see, but from what you feel and understand ?? the energy of. I had to play every trick 

in the book, to get you to understand it. (1:03). You have no more bosses so you have to 

decide as the last man standing. We gave you the Pen and Gans, you saw the effects, but 

now you don't need to contain it. To understand it is to reach the most advanced cultures 

in the UC. To be equal you have to understand from the top.  
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(1:10). Start of talk of how to make the System.  

 

(1:24).  Jonathan shows the new Reactor setup.  (1:27). Keshe draws on photo. the line 

are where the Gans sits, you don't need vacuum, have as many bowls as you want, don't 

need to seal them, ?? you don't need cores as long as you create condition of hold, what 

you mix in that environment creates its own. the tube in center has to be hollow that the 

FP can form, ? the size of the tube will give the strength and amount of the fields. (1:29). 

You put the coils around. {confusion  }(1:34). Douglas shows drawing of core and coils 

around. From this you can take Megawatts and more. (1:36). Describes his cores. (1:38). 

It's exactly a MaGrav with a dynamic core in center. (1:40). Armand shows his coils with 

a center not N coated Cu coil. Then he shows rotation without any motors. He uses 

capacitors, and it creates its own dimension. You can creates megawatts of power, with 

this you put LP in side. the middle core being matter state dictates what you would like, 

Giga-watts. The source is a free conditioned Pl. You can produce this anywhere in the U. 

You can create anything with this. We tap into U energy without matter state. (1:44). You 

place a few of these above disaster zones and you feed people with them. They can make 

shielding barriers that no one can penetrate. We can disarm any man through 

psychological approach, bring him to the balance because that is what he needs. We 

protect with the T not destroy. You have every knowledge to make what you need. WE 

have made One Planet. It's you who decides how to go. (1:47). ?? .. by spinning the 

Caroline Core you create a FP in center, it still has N coated wires on it. The speed of 

rotation will compact the center core.  (1:50). You travel by joining the line of (M) field 

forces, instantly. ? controlled by speed of rotation. If we place one of these in center of 

Washington there will be no more communication btn Pentagon and soldiers to commit 

more crimes. As much as we can create matter we can also transfer the souls (criminals) 

out of this planet that there is no rulers. The Chinese are ready to bring peace to planet. I 

have been told I have given too much knowledge to public that they don't know what to 

do with it. My answer is opposite. (1:53). I give enough to the public that those who are 

afraid their hands will be opened up ... You can create the MG field of an atom, Star, .. 

The soul shall speak. Start making these reactors, as long as you have the intention of 

peace you shall see no color. We said we will enter the political arena in July, we are 

here. In all the governments.  (1:55).  

 

(2:03). Through your E you want the fields to be that of gold, you put your hand in the 

water and it comes out gold. Now it's you your intention, your neural S confirms your 

existence and you can take whatever you want from it. It needs the truth and the balance 

btn the blood and neural intention through intention. You put your hand in there with the 



wish to feed the nation, and with the wish it will feed the nation. This is how you are 

going to create matter in space. "I want to build a structure where I can live on this 

planet".  (2:05). It's an interim step, the Gans gives you confidence. Some of you will 

become master of it, and some not understanding will become slave to it. The process is 

easy. (2:07). John from Australia explains his experiment of soaking his seeds soaked in 

CO2 and CH3 in LP for 24 hours. At the first stage the only difference was the root 

structure of Pl much stronger. The ordinary shelf life is labeled 10 days (up to 15 days), 

in normal water. After 28 days no change, after 41 days they start to yellow and slight 

odor and the weight only reduced by 3 grams, after 47 days little more yellowing. he also 

found that the radish with normal water was on top of Pl radish and it lasted as long, he 

thinks that the fields transferred from stronger to weaker. (2:16). Implication is that 

keeping Gans water in refrigerator could extend shelf life of produce in our refrigerator. 

Keshe says this has far more implications then you think, but is in line with our 

expectation. You don't need to be in the fields to have the effects, this is transmutation of 

energy through the Gans. For the first time it can be seen. The fields do not need the 

matter state, it receives the fields to be equal to the others. And this will apply to the man 

and UC from now on. We have brought the two next to each other according to the wish 

of the Creator, Man shall elevate to the understanding of the UC. The transition will be 

very hard and there will be those who want to stop the process for their own misconduct 

not to be shown. (2:18). You took the life of a young man and we take your kingship, the 

bell rang on the 12th. Please if you are true man of peace and you have been asking for 

equality and peace on this planet, I can't teach you any more until you reach the 

understanding of this U, and then we shall meet again to bring you into the UC of the 

"Unicos". That requires another education. It's for you to rapidly develop what I have 

taught you, to bring about change from warmongering to peaceful planet. ?? Those that 

show the 2 fingers, that I have always been successful in bringing the 2 fingers together. I 

always deliver where I appear and I know exactly how to deliver. Man has no choice, our 

wish is peace and we're going to the end to achieve it. (2:20). We expect an apology from 

those who planned Fabio's death, not in words. We expect the same for those planning 

revolutions, evolutions around this planet. To submit to the imprisonment of the souls 

you have hurt. Those who think they can escape by suicide we have access to your soul. 

Those who came here and got corrupted they have to go for ?? and that this will not 

repeat itself anywhere across the U. Taking a P life is as bad as taking the soul of a man. 

As you've seen with the radish, you job is to comfort those suffering in the world with the 

Gans Water. Maybe we have enough time to change before it's too late, but on the other 

hand you have messed up your planet too far too long, and those who came to help by 

transferring the knowledge  and instead they got embedded in the societies which started 

the wrong doing and abusing. (2:23). We demote Moses as he didn't deliver what he was 

supposed to, there shall be no prophet called Moses, he committed nothing but murders 

and his followers still carry on the same, so there shall no Jews. With it goes the 

Christians and Moslems. Now the door has been opened to space. You have received the 

knowledge to be the creator of what you want as long as it is on equal terms and 

conditions and in benefit of totality. ... (2:25). The British have joined the kingship with 

religion, now it is finished. Now that we open the U you all are the ambassadors of this 

planet. (2:27). The biggest sorrow for me is that when the revolutions come people 

destroy their own national assets, burn the cities and take revenge, do not do that. It is 



you who loose. (2:28). The religions have become the shame because they became the 

abuse of the man. My job is done now it's your job to build the S and change, don't go for 

revenge but go fro elevation of their souls in that way their souls become part of the U 

soup, and non-existence. The demise of a soul comes when it can't find a place to call 

home and in spreading to find home it becomes lost in the soup of the U fields, 

annihilation in the essence of the fields of the U. (2:30). Questions. Which S should we 

build the ball with moving parts or not moving? The balls are irrelevant, what you want is 

to concentrate the FP fields. Get yourself a mixer and N coat it or use a N coated wire, 

you'll see very strange effects, teach yourself slowly. Bernie explains that when he used it 

on LP at certain speeds (2500 rpm) it bends 90 degrees to the side. Keshe says it's in 

Gans water so the field forces create a new condition. Exactly what you did with the coils 

when you turned them 90 degrees to each other. (2:34).  It's the point of transformation of 

Pl speed, it's the only way I could teach you this. At this point you create space for it that 

it can interact on its own. ? you still have the butterfly inside (? mixer) but you keep on 

concentrating the fields inside. It still rotates but instead of twisting, (it's like the shifting 

polarity of the planets), the field forces change position, and now (in center) you have a 

place to confine your field forces, and this is the energy field that you need. If you make 

another container around it, with holes even it doesn't need to be airtight, because you 

have given it a frame within the structure. What you can do, the 2 fields, the LP is still 

feeding it,  (2:36). It doesn't matter how many holes you create in it, the fields will still 

create it (?) ... you have 2 fields. CO2, CuO2, CH3, in the container they are loaded on 

the same Pl field.  you have the same field here with stirring it you add to each element, 

this is how in U neutron stars are made by the speed of rotation. This is why the earth 

looks smaller to sun but moves faster, like electron around proton creates its field 

absorption. (2:38).   

 

(2:47). How can I find out why I am here, what is my purpose? The question isn't why 

am I here, it's to serve humanity, when you have matured enough you'll understand that. 

She has gone through the revolution in Iran, pain and suffering brings a lot of wisdom, 

the wealth of knowledge of understanding others. (2:49).  

 

(3:00).  

(3:08).  

(3:18). Whenever one of you manages to achieve free rotation, create the structure of the 

soul, that's our purpose, we have created these Pens, Gans to reach the soul. Now this part 

is yours. When you reach the soul contact (soul@spaceshipinstitute.org). Ghana 

conference is announcing African conference October 2016. We don't accept "3rd World" 

anymore.   

 


